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01/ SUMMARY USER GROUP



SUMMARY USER GROUP

• Overall access and circulation on campus
– How do we control access to campus and events

– Prevent conflicts between vehicular circulation and pedestrian circulation

• New Arena Building
– Loved the size and amenities

– Location posed some challenges to access and circulation

– Need to provide vehicular circulation around the building
– Ability of Arena to house animals

• Parking
– Need to ensure adequate surface parking for larger vehicles/trailers
– Verify shared parking opportunities

• HQ Hotel
– Verify best location
– Needs enhanced pedestrian connections to Expo Hall and New Holland

• Private Redevelopment
– Concerns related to proposed housing on campus
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02/ PREFERRED CAMPUS 
MASTER PLAN
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• text

BIG IDEAS
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

• Consider needs of current campus users (events, trade shows, parking, 
etc.)

• Consider current and future operations and maintenance practices on 
campus to support current users

• Mixed Use density based on current and projected market demand
• Surface parking (west side of campus) is highly desirable and necessary 

to facilitate many of the current events
• Building expansion recommendations based on current space needs, 

appropriate phasing, trends and market availability
• Access and circulation are key to creating a more walkable and inviting 

campus
• Consider onsite experience of all users (from the moment they arrive until 

they leave the site)
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DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

• Define shared parking opportunities and parking structures on the east 
side of the campus 

• Stormwater improvements onsite will not solve all stormwater issues in 
adjacent areas

• Improve environmental conditions on site (reduce urban heat island 
effect, add tree canopy and create outdoor spaces)

• If AEC is to remain self sufficient decisions need to be made from sound 
credible data and user input 

• When any private property comes available or presents itself, the County 
should consider acquiring properties to further serve as a buffer or for 
programing. 

• If a major project is going to occur it may be beneficial to have progress 
started prior to City annexation

• ROI, investment options and data should inform the final Master Plan 
recommendations and project phasing
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REVISED CONCEPT

*When any private property comes available or presents itself, the County should consider 
acquiring properties to further serve as a buffer or for programing. 
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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COLISEUM EXPANSION
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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03/ PRIORITY PHASING
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REVISED CONCEPT
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REVISED CONCEPT
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ADDITIONAL PROJECTS
• Coliseum – NW locker/dressing room addition

– Approx. $1.7 million

• Coliseum – Expanded loading dock
– Approx. $460k

• Coliseum - Remodel existing locker room
– Approx. $850k

• Feasibility study for Phase 1 Expo Hall Expansion
– Approx. $200k

• Others?
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04/ FINANCIAL 
CONSIDERATIONS
Dane County Alliant Energy Center Expansion Scenarios – Fiscal Models
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Dane County Alliant Energy Center – A Sustainable Growth Story - DRAFT

September 13, 2018    
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Overview
The future of the AEC can move in very divergent directions
based on decisions and leadership today. Today’s AEC
Complex is essentially self-sustaining, but trends in costs
versus revenues, as well as aging and outmoded facilities will
cause the complex to operating in the red in the near future
unless new investments are made. Key factors in the future
story include:

 Increasing operating and labor costs over time
 Aging facilities
 Groups outgrowing the current size of facilities
 Competitive cities renovating and expanding

facilities; new cities entering the market
Essentially, the status quo means moving backwards in real
financial exposure, as well as in competitive viability. The “do
nothing” scenario equates to an unsustainable future for the
AEC. At some point, the costs to stay competitive overwhelm
the opportunity and return on investment. Timing is key, as the
facility is currently in a position to improve from a relative
position of strength if investments are made soon.

Executive Summary
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Opportunity

The opportunity to grow the business at the AEC is not Dane County and Madison looking for a market to serve, but existing and
potential demand looking to come to Dane County and Madison, yet they cannot be accommodated. With the right facilities, the
market is there. Without the facilities, existing and potential customers will move elsewhere.

In addition, there is an opportunity for this campus, which has long linked rural, suburban and urban communities, to be better linked
with the surrounding neighborhood, commercial and recreational areas.

Finally, in order to find sources of revenue to pay for the investments, the very items that help knit the campus into the community,
via commercial and other mixed-use development, also generate some of the key resources to pay for the investments. Essentially,
the benefits from the expansions/renovations and new developments, can be recaptured in many ways to be used as sources to
make the investments. This minimizes the burden of cost from the taxpayer and places it on those using the facilities (mostly
visitors). However, the benefits are an improved quality of life in and around the campus and for all Dane County residents:

 Improved Coliseum and more concerts, family shows and events
 Expanded Expo Center, including ballroom and meeting rooms
 New high-quality hotels, retail, restaurant, office and potentially apartments
 New supported jobs onsite and offsite

Executive Summary
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Density = Sustainability

As the P+W Team assessed the AEC situation, it became clear that the best way forward for financial sustainability
as well as integration into the surrounding areas, was for a mix of public and private developments that would add
density, walkability, taxable private development, more flexible event spaces and related improvements. Creating a
walkable, amenitized village atmosphere would provide event attendees and planners with a full-service event
district. Creating more flexible and larger event spaces, especially by adding a large ballroom, would guarantee
more consistent and higher spending group event activity onsite.

The current setting is one that is episodically used and therefore creates challenges for attendees and event
planners. The lack of consistent activity onsite also means that a restaurant or hotel cannot be developed feasibly.

The Catch-22 that currently exists creates challenges for both public sector event facility investment as well as
private sector investment in amenities that visitors want.

Executive Summary
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Proposed Plan

HSP considered which investment strategy would yield the most return: Coliseum renovation/expansion or
Expo/Exhibit ion Hall expansion. The results showed that by far, the returns were best for the Expo/Exhibition
Hall expansion. Improvements and expansions to the Coliseum are less expensive and may be able to be
paid for in smaller increments, netting a benefit to the Coliseum and expansion of the Expo/Exhibition Hall.
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Proposed Plan

The total public project cost is estimated to be approximately $90 million, while private
developments are expected to be more than $200 million. Some inducement of funds will be
necessary to develop the HQ hotel and parking ramp, but have been factored in future slides.
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Estimated Annual 
Property Taxes

One of the key benefits of allowing private investment on the AEC campus is the ability to generate
property and other tax benefits for the community, lessening the burden on residents. HSP estimates
that the private developments will generate approximately $1.67 million per year in local property tax.
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AEC Operations

The AEC has consistently generated more revenue than expense. However, this is not guaranteed and will likely
decline without investment, due to competition, clients outgrowing space and outmoded spaces.
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AEC without 
Investment 

Without investment, expenses are expected to increase at a greater rate than revenues, leading to a
net deficit and reliance on taxes for operating support.
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AEC with 
Investment

With the recommended investment, HSP projects that the AEC will generate net operating income
of more than $2 million annually. This excess revenue can be used to invest in future improvements
to the Coliseum and other facilities.
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AEC without 
Investment 

The difference between investment, which leads to increased business and revenues (and profit)
and no investment, which leads to loss of profitability, is significant. The overall operating difference
between scenarios is estimated to be a loss of nearly $2.25 million per year.
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The difference in the future of the AEC is
summarized in both chart and table format.
Ultimately, HSP projects that there is no status
quo. If no improvements are made, the AEC will
go backwards financially and then be reliant on
new funding/tax sources.

AEC without 
Investment 
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Economic, Fiscal, and Employment Impact 

47
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Total daytrips to the AEC
campus are projected to
double, primarily due to the
expanded Expo Hall,
Conference Center and Hotel
developments. The new
restaurants and retail will also
drive daytrips and spending.

If no investment is made, HSP
expects that events will
outgrow the space and leave
for other, larger and more
flexible/modern facilities.

New Daytrips
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Total room nights to the AEC
campus are projected to
nearly double, primarily due to
the expanded Expo Hall,
Conference Center and Hotel
developments.

If no investment is made, HSP
expects that events will
outgrow the space and leave
for other, larger and more
flexible/modern facilities.

New Daytrips
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HSP conducted models for new
visitors and overnighters for each
component of the facility. One of the
most impactful elements is the
expansion of the convention and
meeting space. Based on the new
and higher rated business that is
expected to come to the expanded
exhibit, ballroom and meeting
facilities, new daytrips are expected
to increase from 88,000 to nearly
110,000, while the very important
room nights are expected to increase
from 92,000 to nearly 140,000 per
year.

New Visitors
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Over 30 years, if the investment to expand the Expo Center
is made, HSP projects nearly $850 million in new spending,
nearly $270 million in new earnings (supporting 338 full-time
jobs) and $22.4 million in new taxes. The one-time
construction impact is expected to total $77 million and
support 857 construction job-years (one job for one year).

New Spending
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Over 30 years, based on the mixed-use private development,
HSP projects nearly $2 billion in new spending, more than
$600 million in new earnings (supporting 816 full-time jobs)
and $95 million in new taxes. The one-time construction
impact is expected to total $200+ million and support 2,275
construction job-years (one job for one year).

New Spending
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Exhibition Center Scenario

Economic, Employment, and Fiscal Impact

Overall, the investment is expected to generate $3.456 billion in new spending, support 1,400+ jobs and lead to nearly $124
million in new local taxes over the next 30 years. This is due to a 108% increase in daytrips and a 59% increase in room nights.

If no investment is made, the AEC will become a fiscal drain and will also have a net negative economic impact compared to
today.
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05/ NEXT STEPS
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• Oversight Committee Meeting

• September 17th

• Oversight Committee Meeting/Joint Open House

• October 15th

• Draft Master Plan Document

• November 5th

• County Board Meeting

• December 20th

SCHEDULE
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